
Task:  How to Wear Cadet Uniforms – Cadet Recruit Period 
 
Condition: During Challenge Week freshmen are introduced to their basic cadet uniforms immediately 
after issue through the inventory with their cadre.  These uniforms include Duty, Summer Leave, and 
OCPs.  Within 24 hours after they receive detailed in-classroom instruction covering all aspects of 
Personal Appearance using the White Book as a reference guide and cadets in these uniforms as 
teaching props.  Also during Challenge Week the freshmen have the opportunity to wear each uniform 
on an assigned day.  Prior to wear, the uniform is review by the squad leader the evening before.  
Summer Leave is added into the mix at the end of the week during an inspection exercise.  How to wear 
these uniforms continues throughout the cadre period in several ways. 
 
Standard:  By the end of the Cadet Recruit Period, freshmen should be highly knowledgeable in the wear 
of the basic cadet uniforms [Duty, Summer Leave, OCP].  Added at the end of this phase is Dress Salt & 
Pepper. 
 
Introduction 
Cadre should at every opportunity provide feedback to the freshmen on personal appearance and 
uniform wear.  This should be conducted in a formal environment and involve setting the expectations. 
 
Presentation 
Several venues already exist inside the cadet day for practical exercise learning by the freshmen on how 
to wear all uniforms.  Duty and OCPs are worn on assigned days during the week.  Morning 
Accountability Formations and evening Retreat Formations should be used as time to inspect, provide 
feedback, and make corrections as needed.  Saturday Morning Inspections provide a look at the Summer 
Leave uniform.  Typically this is a more formal activity using Personal Appearance Evaluation sheets but 
still should be an opportunity for the recruits to become more proficient in preparing and wearing the 
assigned uniform.  It is important to remember that any inspection formal or informal should be a ‘head 
to toe’ review.  Introduction of the Dress Salt & Pepper uniform does occur during the in-class 
instruction during Challenge Week; however this uniform must be tailored and not available until later.  
Friday afternoon training periods assigned to TAC NCO business will accommodate the practical 
application element of this uniform to include webbing structure for parades. 
 
Summary 
The intended end state is that the freshmen become more confident in the wear of cadet uniforms. 
 
Evaluation 
Throughout the Cadet Recruit Period feedback, verbal and written, can be used to provide the freshmen 
with the necessary knowledge to better prepare and wear cadet uniforms.  Re-enforcement can be used 
in the form of Merits or Demerits for performance.   


